
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  

  

  

John   Watson   School   Newsletter                                                                                                                            28th   May   2021   

Contact   Details:    01865   452725    www.johnwatsonschool.org   
office@johnwatsonschool.org    ,    secondary@johnwatsonschool.org     

Dear   all,   
  

Wow!   It   has   been   an   unusual   Spring,   not   just   in   terms   of   the   
unseasonably   cold   and   wet   weather.   Nevertheless,   JWS   is   going   
from   strength   to   strength.   I   have   been   getting   in   and   around   
classes   more   this   term   and   I   am   delighted   to   see   children   
generally   well   engaged   in   fun,   well-planned,   relevant   teaching   
activities.   An   emerging   strength   is   our   support   with   the   
development   of   social   interaction.   This   has   been   aided   by   our   
investment   and   focus   in   learning   beyond   the   classroom,   for   
example,   the   new   climbers   and   swings   proving   so   popular   at   
Primary.   Secondary   students,   meanwhile,   are   enjoying   new   
sports   equipment,   including   their   own   Go   Karts!   

  
I   am   also   struck   by   the   strong   working   relationship   which   each   
teacher   has   forged   with   the   parents   of   children   in   their   class   and   
how   this   is   ensuring   that   the   Annual   Reviews,   despite   being   
conducted   remotely   for   a   second   year,   are   proving   to   be   very   
effective   at   ensuring   a   rounded   view   of   each   child   is   captured   
and   clarity   of   focus   on   meeting   individual   needs   through   target   
setting.   

  
Thank   you   everyone   for   supporting   the   school   so   well   as   we   
continue   to   work   under   particularly   challenging   conditions,   and   
let’s   hope   that   the   Pandemic   eases   over   the   warmer   months   
ahead!    Have   a   relaxing   half   term   break.   

  
Dates   for   the   Diary:      

  
★ Friday   28th   May   2021    -   Science   Workshops   and   Last   day   

of   term   (normal   finish   time)   
★ Monday   31st   May   2021    -   Bank   Holiday   
★ Monday   7th   June   2021    -   Pupils   return   to   school   
★ Monday   21st   /Tuesday   22nd    -   Farms2Ewe   mobile   farm   

to   visit   
★ Thursday   22nd   July   2021    -   Last   day   of   term   (early   finish   

time   of   1.15pm)   
  

  
    

   Whole   School   attendance     
⭐This   fortnight’s   whole   school   attendance    is   92% ⭐   

    

                Science   workshops,   Friday   28th   May   2021   
  

On   Friday   28th   May   pupils   
took   part   in   a   variety   of   
science   workshops   led   by   Dr   
Sarah   Bearchell.   (STEM   
Ambassador)   

  
On   the   Primary   Site   we   were   
treated   to    Dr   Sarah’s   Bubble   
Superstars   Show .    She   
demonstrated   how   to   make   
big   bubbles,   small   bubbles,   and   bubbles   of   different   

colours.    At   the   end   
we   had   lots   of   fun   
chasing   bubbles   
too.      We   had   extra   
bubbles   to   use   at   
playtime   too,   so   we   
could   apply   our   
own   understanding.   

  
Secondary   took   part   
in   the   interactive   

show     3...2...1...LAUNCH!   
We   made   stomp   rockets,   
and   had   a   lot   of   volunteers   
to   have   a   turn.   It   was   a   
wonderful   opportunity   to   
practice   our   communication   
skills   by   using,   ‘Ready,   
steady...go!’   We   also   
counted   down   before   

launching.   The   stomp   rocket   
could   fly   very   high!   
Designing   our   rockets,   we   
experimented   by   making   
predictions   about   whether   a   
big   stomp,   or   little   stomp   
would   fly   highest,   either   
with   our   feet,   or   our   hands.   
We   did   this   by   designing   
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Wheelchair   Clinic:   

  

We   will   be   holding   a   wheelchair   clinic   in   school   on   Tuesday   

8th   June,   from   9.30am   -   12pm.   All   wheelchair   users   will   

receive   an   allocated   time   unless   they   have   recently   been   

seen.   Parents/Carers   do   not   need   to   attend   this   clinic.   

  

  

KS3/4:   Corrs   Class   

We   have   had   a   lovely   week.   We   have   been   working   on   

independence   and   doing   things   for   ourselves.   Pupils   have   

enjoyed   working   with   mandible   materials   to   make   their   own   

flower   pots   out   of   clay.   

  

Pupils   have   continued   to   work   on   their   Maths   targets   with   links   

to   being   independent.   Pupils   have   enjoyed   identifying   quantities   

of   ingredients   and   developing   these   skills   to   use   when   cooking.   

    

  

Pupils   have   also   enjoyed   working   with   Lord   Taverner’s   Cricket   

group,   learning   and   developing   their   batting   fielding   skills   

alongside   coordination,   taking   turns   and   working   in   a   small  

group.   

  

  

  
  

rockets   and   testing   them,   seeing   what   we   needed   to   do   
to   adapt   and   enable   them   to   fly.  
One   group   also   made   predictions   about   the   angle   of   the   
rockets,   to   see   which   would   make   the   rockets   fly   the   
highest.   It   was   great   fun!   

  
You   can   find   out   more   about   these   workshops   on   her   
website:   
https://www.childrens-science.co.uk/schools-festivals   
    
  

This   week’s   round   up   from   the   classes…   
  

Reception/KS1:   Adele   Class   
Everyone   in   Adele   class   has   
really   enjoyed   the   dinosaur   

theme   
this   
term   
and   we   
have   
ended   
the   past   
few   
weeks   with   activities   specifically   
linked   

around   this.   We   made   fossils   
with   clay,   Counted   with   “Harry   
and   his   bucketful   of   dinosaurs”  
and   enjoyed   dinosaur   themed   
board   games.     

  
  
  
  

The   
return   of   Rachel   Cave   in   
person   was   a   welcome   activity   
to   the   playground.   We   had   
great   fun   playing   the   
instruments   and   singing   along.   
We   have   also   worked   hard   on   
our   writing   and   pencil   control.   
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KS3/4:   Coldplay   
  

We   have   had   a   very   busy   fortnight.     
  

We   have   given   a   big   push   to   Communication   
&   Interaction.   Students   engaged   with   a   
“What   is   in   the   box?”   activity   and   used   their   
prefered   method   of   communication   to   
express   what   they   could   see   and   make   
predictions.   Everyone   had   a   lot   of   fun   
exploring   a   variety   of   cause   and   effect   
objects.     

  
Students   have   also   worked   on   their   
independence   skills   throughout   the   day   by   
taking   responsibility   for   their   personal   
belongings   and   preparing   and   tidying   up   
their   work   station   before   and   after   each   
lesson.     

  
We   all   had   a   great   time   during   break   and   
outside   play   exploring   and   engaging   the   
new   play   equipment.   In   line   with   our   core   
values,   every   minute   is   learning   time   and   
therefore   during   outside   play   students   put   
into   practice   their   communication   and   
interaction   skills.     

  
  

KS3/4   Celine   Class   
  

We   had   a   busy   couple   of   
weeks   as   usual.   

  
For   Maths   we   continue   
working   on   putting   in   practice   
our   time   tables   by   doubling,   
halving   and   tripling   
ingredients.   
Others   continue   making   
arrays   up   to   5   or   working   on   ordering   

numbers   and   making   
the   correct   amount   
for   each   number.   

  
For   English   we   are   
working   on   finding   
ingredients   and   
equipment   and   where   
we   can   find   them.   We   
are   putting   into   practice   our   
communication   and   interaction   skills   

playing   social   games   and   using   Communication   Mats   if   needed.   
  

We   also   continue   working   on   our   name   using   different   mark   
making   activities   like   sand   or   colouring   rice.   

  

KS1:   Sinatra   Class:   
We   have   had   a   lovely   past   two   weeks.    We   have   been   
enjoying   our   music   sessions   outside   with   Rachel   Cave   
and   have   been   joining   in   with   our   instruments,   copying   
beats   and   making   our   own   music.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

We   have   also   
been   focusing  
on   pencil   
control   and   
letter   formation   
and   have   used   a   
range   of   sensory   
materials   to   
encourage   this.   

  
  
  

Sinatra   Class   continued   the   dinosaur   theme   and   have   
been   exploring   various   sensory   environments   and   
materials   that   have   encouraged   communication   and   
maths   skills   development.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  

  

In   the   afternoons   we   continue   having   
our   cricket   sessions   and   our   therapy   
dog.     

  
If   the   weather   allows   us,   we   will   
continue   with   our   bikes   and   go-karts.   

  
Please   view   our   class   video/slideshow   
of   our   Art   Week   display.   Your   child   has   
produced   a   fabulous   piece   of   artwork.   
It   looked   fantastic   on   our   display   
boards.     

  
If   you   would   like   to   buy   their   individual   piece   of   artwork   you   
could   do   it   from   this   week,   for   a   contribution   of   £3,   this   will   help   
fund   future   school   events   and   trips.    Purchased   pictures   will   be   
sent   home.   

  

  
  
  

KS3:   Idina   Class   
  

With   our   very   busy   schedule,   we   have   been   
learning   a   lot   about   science   with   today’s   visit,   
alongside   exploring   nature.   When   it   has   been   
too   wet   to   go   to   nature,   nature   has   come   to   

us,   with   class   
caterpillars   growing   
into   very   furry   
visitors!   We   are   
looking   forward  
to   seeing   them   
pupate   hopefully,  
just   before   the   
break.   

  
  
  

We   have   also   
planted   beans   
and   peas,   with   
our   beans   going   
from   strength   to   
strength   in   the   
warm   sunshine   
and   moist   
conditions!   

KS1/KS2:   Swift   Class   
  

The   children   in   Swift   Class   have   really   enjoyed   our   
dinosaur   theme   this   term   and   it   has   provided   great   
activities   for   hands-on   learning   and   sensory   play.     

  
  

We’ve   developed   fine-motor   skills   by   excavating   
fossilised   dinosaur   eggs   and   making   our   own   spiky   
dinosaurs   using   playdough   and   pasta.    We’ve   hatched   
baby   dinosaurs   in   Maths   and   made   dinosaur   footprint   
art.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Swift   class   are   a   hardy   bunch   and   despite   the   
changeable   weather   the   children   have   enjoyed   our   
opportunities   for   outdoor   learning,   such   as   music   
sessions,   and   improving   our   confidence   on   the   outdoor   
play   equipment.    We’ve   continued   to   enhance   our   life   
skills   by   chopping   fruit   and   vegetables,   making   toast   and   
baking   biscuits.   

  
  
  



  

  

  Our   independence   skills   go   from   strength   to   strength   in   practical   
activities,   such   as   cooking.   Where   we   are   focusing   on   healthy,   
dairy   free   snacks,   with   carrot   cake   muffins   on   the   menu   this   
week,   as   well   as   preparing   our   own   sandwiches.   The   important   
skills   of   choosing   and   following   verbal   and   visual   instructions   

really   help   us!   
  
  

The   amazing   Richard,   from   
Lord’s   Taverners   Cricket,   is   a   real   
inspiration   and   supports   all   of   
our   students   to   engage   and  
‘have   a   go’.   Idina   has   some   
really   enthusiastic   class   
members   joining   in!   

  
  

  
  
  
  

Sixth     Form:   Ezra   Class   
  

We    have   been   busy   finishing   off   this   
term's   life   skill   challenge.    

  
These   included   learning   about   
suitable   picnic   foods   and   using   at   
least   one   seasonal   ingredient   in  
each   dish   for   example   spring   onions   
in   the   pasties   and   asparagus   in   the   
quiche.   

  
  

Student’s   have   really   enjoyed   
learning   a   new   craft   skill,   
making   mosaics.   This   is   also   
linked   to   another   life   skill   
challenge   we   have   been   
finishing   off   this   half   of   term.   

  
  
  

KS1/KS2:   Stevie   Class   
We  have  been  working  on  the  ”Dinosaurs”  theme.          
Children  took  part  in  various  sensory  activities  around          

this  theme,  such  as  sensory  story,        
bucket  time,  science  experiments      
with  frozen  dinosaur  eggs  and       
fuzzy  dinosaur  eggs  and  making       
our  own    
dinosaurs   
using   
cotton   
buds.     

  
Children   

have  also  been  working  on  their        
Maths  and  English  skills  through       
sensory  Maths  activities,  reading      
and   writing.     

Some  children  labeled  the      
dinosaurs  and  the  dinosaur  body  parts.  They  also          
counted   the   dinosaurs   and   solved   additions.     

  
Our  class  worked  hard  in  our  cooking  sessions,  making           
dinosaur  fossil  biscuits.  They  enjoyed  exploring  the         
ingredients  and  eating  the  delicious  biscuits  at  snack          
time.     
 
KS2:   Ludovico   Class   

  
As   the   weather   has   
improved   a   little   we   
have   started   to   get   out   
and   about   more.    We   
started   by   practising   
crossing   the   zebra   
crossing   in   the   school   
grounds,   and   then   we   
progressed   to   walking   
into   Wheatley   to   post   a   
letter   for   the   Office.   
Everyone   was   very   



  

  

  

  
The   students   
selected   the   
colour   symbols   of   
the   colours   they   
wanted   to   use   for   
their   mosaics   
before   choosing   
which   shaped   
buttons/tiles   
they   wanted   to   
use.   They   then   stuck   their   buttons   onto   

their   wooden   bases   with   PVA   and   then   left   them   to   dry.     
After   covering   the   buttons   with   grout   ,they   then   wiped   off   access   
before   polishing   the   next   day   with   a   soft   cloth.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Students   have   enjoyed   learning   dance   moves   with   our   class   
parachute.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Other   activities   completed   include   practising   making   filled   rolls   
plus   cheese   and   biscuits.     

  
The   students   really   enjoy   completing   daily   housework,   they   have   
been   taking   it   in   turns   to   complete   the   laundry.   

  
On   Wednesday   a   group   of   students   went   litter   picking   around   the   
playground   and   the   front   of   the   Steve   Drywood   building.   They   
collect   a   bucket   full   of   rubbish,   well   done   Ezra’s   litter   picking   
team.   

sensible   so   this   week   we   will   be   walking   to   the   Wheatley   
playground!     

  
We   have   also   been   busy   with   our   usual   baking   activities.   
Last   week   we   made   animal   biscuits   and   this   week   it   was   
butterfly   cakes,   to   
keep   in   our   jungle   
theme.     

  
We   have   also   been   
writing   our   own   
information   book   
on   the   life   cycle   of   
a   butterfly.    We   
have   been   
watching   our   
caterpillars   grow   
from   being   tiny,   
hungry   caterpillars   to   become   big,   fat   caterpillars!    They   
have   now   turned   into   cocoons   and   we   are   waiting   until   
they   turn   into   butterflies   so   that   we   can   finish   our   
books.    We   also   used    The   Very   Hungry   Caterpilla r   as   our   
inspiration   for   our   own   story   writing,   using   ourselves   as   
the   character   in   our   own   Very   Hungry   book.   

  
  

KS2:   Louis   Class     
   We   have   been   enjoying   
our   theme   of   Jungle   
animals   and   minibeasts.   
A   highlight   of   our   week   
has   been   checking   our   
bug   hotel   to   see   if   it   has   
any   inhabitants.   We   
found   some   snails,   
slugs,   beetles   and   
spiders!   We   used   a   
magnifying   box   to   look   
at   them   in   greater   detail.   We   then   wrote   facts   about   the   
insects   that   we   found.   We   have   enjoyed   modelling   
caterpillars   and   lady   birds   out   of   clay.   

  
KS2:   Lennon   Class   

  
This   week   we   have   
been   thinking   about   
safety.    We   thought   
about   crossing   the   
road   and   wrote   
down   what   rules   we   
need   to   follow   when   
crossing   the   road.   
We   had   a   lovely   trip   
to   the   park   and   
enjoyed   playing   in   
the   playground   and   exploring   all   the   equipment.     


